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11. IRREDUCIBLE a-DOMAINS
We assume that B is an irreducible G-domain, i.e. B contains no proper
a-subdomains except the empty one. a is supposed to be a finitely gene-
rated abelian group.
THEOREM 11.1. Under the above hypotheses B is tame and hence the
description of theorem 9.1 is applicable. The case B '" n falls apart into
the following subcases:
(a) There is a unique a-stable point 0, and a contains an orientation
reversing element. Each component of B - {o} is an irreducible H-domain,
where H denotes the subgroup of orientation preserving elements.
(b) a acts as a group of orientation preserving transformations; there
is a q e a such that for any a E B the sequence (gna) is strictly monotone and
divergent, i.e. the cyclic group generated by g acts freely on B.
REMARK. In view of this result it would be desirable to have a relatively
simple a priori argument to establish the tameness of B. Although for
the special case of abelian finitely generated G some reduction in the
preceding sections could be attained, we do not know at the moment a
line of argument which is essentially simpler.
PROOF. By proposition 10.2.1 and theorem 10.2.1 there is an irreducible
convex a-set G of one of the following types: (i) G is a point, (ii) G is a
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cluster, (iii) 0 "'-' '13., (iv) 0 is an irreducible G-set of non -trivial type. In
addition the remark after lemma 10.2.2 states that in the cases (iii) and
(iv) C is also F-irreducible for some cyclic subgroup Fe G. We now
discuss the various cases separately.
(ii) If 0 is a cluster, there is a unique component U of B - 0 such
that C=bdry U . Hence if Cis G-invariant, U is also G-invariant. There-
fore this case does not occur if B is an irreducible G-domain.
(i) Putting C = {e}, an element g E G will either interchange or leave
invariant the components Uo, U1 of B - {o]. The last possibility does
not occur for every g E G since this would contradict the irreducibility
of B as a domain. Suppose g E G interchanges Il« and U1• Observe that
g and H generate G, and that g2 E H. This implies that if Vo C Uo is an
ll-domain, then Vo U gVO is a G-invariant open set. If o is a boundary
point of Yo, c is also a boundary point of gVo, and Vo U gVo U {c] is
then a G-invariant domain, and hence, by the irreducibility of B, it follows
that Vo= Uo. If c is not a boundary point of Yo, it is neither a boundary
point of gYo, and B - Vo U gVo is then a G-invariant open set containing
c. The component of c in this open set is then a G-invariant domain, and
therefore =B, i.e. Vo U gVo is empty and hence Vo is empty. This shows
that Uo (and similarly U1) are H-irredueible domains. Consequently there
is no H-fixpoint in U«; since otherwise the domain bounded by c and
the fixpoint would be an H-invariant proper subdomain of Uo.
Furthermore by the discussion of (ii) an H-irreducible cluster can not
occur in U«. The existence of an irreducible convex H -set E of non trivial
type is ruled out, since such a set would be a unique irreducible convex
H-set in B, whereas gE C U1 would be another irreducible convex H-set.
Therefore by theorem 10.2.1 Uo, and consequently also U1 , is a copy
of n, and hence B= Uo U U1 U {c} "'-' B.
(iv) By proposition 10.2.1, G acts as a translation group on the set
C of the components Ct of C, where we assume that the elements of C
are labeled by the integers in a convexity preserving fashion. Let U,
be the domain bounded by the endpoint of Oi and the initial point of
OH1. Then U = UtEZ U, is G-invariant, and since 0 U U is open and
connected (proposition 10.1.4) and G-invariant, it follows that 0 U U =B.
Let H C G be the subgroup which acts trivially on C. Then each U, is
automatically H-invariant, and the boundary points of Ut are H-fixpoints.
Suppose that Vo is an H-subdomain of U« with bdry UoC bdry Yo.
Then 0 U (GVo) u (Ut;;eO mod k Ud, where k is the minimal shift in index
effected by the action of G, is a G-invariant domain. By the irreducibility
of B as a domain this implies that Vo= Us; If bdry Uo¢ bdry Yo, then
bdry Vo would be disjoint from bdry Uo. Then the component of
Uo- (Vo n Uo) , the boundary of which contains the pair of associate
nodes bounding U«, is H-invariant, and hence by the preceding argument
would coincide with Uo. Hence Uo (and similarly each Ui) is an irreducible
H-domain. Applying theorem 10.2 .1 to the H-domain Uo, the case of an
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H-fixpoint is ruled out since such a point together with bdry Uo would
determine a proper non-empty H -subdomain of Vo. The case of an
H-cluster is taken care of by the discussion of (ii) of the present t heorem.
The case of a non-trivial irreducible convex H-set in Uo would lead to a
copy of it in Uk (k the minimal shift effected by G as a translation group)
by applying a sui table g E G, which contradi cts t he uniqueness of such
an irreducible set. Hence Uo (and similarly each Ut) is an irreducible
H -domain '"" '6.
12. FOLIATIONS ON THE 2-TORUS AN D KLEIN BOTTLE
By § 6 the quotient scheme of the 2-torus 111 with respect to a foliation
F is a tree-manifold B divided out by the action of a free abelian group
G of rank 2. In order to make the resul t s of § I I applicable we observe
PROPOSI TIO N . B is an irreducible G-domain .
PROOF. Let p: M = '62 -+ MIF = B be the quotient map of the universal
covering M= '62 of the torus with respect to the lifted foliation F. For
any a E B , p-l(a) is a closed set homeomorphic to n [8]. It is known that
th e foliation F is a locally trivial fibration over B [20]. Therefore for any
subdomain U C B, p-l( V) is locally t rivially fibered by simply connected
fibres over U. Since a t ree-manifold is simply connected (e.g. in the sense
of admitting only trivial coverings) , it follows that p -l( U) is connected
and simply connected for any subdomain U C B . If U would be in addition
a G-domain, then p-l( V ) would be a connected and simply connected
G-subdomain of 'fP . Therefore p-l(V)IG would have the same homology
in dimension 2 as the torus. Hence p-l( U)IG would be the whole torus,
i.e. p-l(V)='fP, and U =B.
This shows that theorems 9.1 and 1 1. 1 apply , and we obtain
THEOREM 1 2. 1. The quotient scheme of a foliation on the 2-torus T2 may
be represented as BIG, where B is a tree-manifold and G = 1l1(T2) is a free
abelian group of rank 2 acting on B. For the pair B, G one of the following
statements holds:
(i) B '"" n, and there is a primitive element g E G acting freely on B '"" n.
(iii) B is a tame tree-manifold; its branching tree EN, N = set of nodes,
is an infinite simplicial I-manifold. G acts as a group of translations
on EN; GIH is infinite cyclic where H is the subgroup leaving EN
elementwi se fi xed; H is infi nite cyclic and acts freely on each component
U, ':':' 'fl of B - N which is bounded by a pair of associate nodes.
PROOF. The state ments are consequences of the theorem 9 .1 and Il.I
provided one can exclude the ease of a G-fixpoint in B. Such a point
would correspond to a member of the family F which is G-invariant.
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Since G operates freely on '0.2, G would also operate freely on any G-
invariant leaf, which is impossible for dimensional reasons.
REl\IARK. A {J-fixpoint in B for some {J E G, {J=I=e, corresponds to a
closed curve of the foliation F on the torus. The nodes of Bare fixpoints
relative H; they correspond to closed curves which are usually called
separatrices. The above result shows that a foliation on the torus contains
at most finitely many separatrices.
As a consequence of the preceding theorem one obtains
THEOREM 12.2. (Kneser [10]) A foliation on the Klein bottle K2 contains
at least one closed leaf.
PROOF. Let Gbe the fundamental group of K2 and G C G the normal
subgroup of the orientable double covering T2 of K2, and B the quotient
of the universal covering of K2 (and T2) with respect to the lifted foliation.
Theorem 12.1 holds with respect to Band G. Hence in case (iii) the
existence of a closed leaf on rJ.l2, and therefore also on K2, is guaranteed
by the above remark.
Suppose now that B "'-' B, and let ({J1, {J2: (J1{J2{Ji 1(2) be a presentation
of G. If g2 operates without a fixpoint on B "'-'n, then {J2 acts orientation
preserving and freely on n. Hence the direction of the vector (a, (J2a),
a En, is independent of a. However (J1(a, g2a) = ({J1a, gl{J2a) = ({J1a, (J;1{J1a) =
= (g2b, b) with b=g;1{J1a, i.e. gl reverses the orientation on n and will
therefore have a fixpoint. Hence either g2 or gl has a fixpoint on B .
The above proof shows a little more. Let as before gl, g2 be a set of
generators of G with {Jlg2Ul 1g2 = 1. Any element of G can be uniquely
written as g~g;l or g;lg';2 with m2= ( - t 1 n2, i.e. G is the semi-direct
product G2 x G1 where Gt is the cyclic group generated by gt. An clement
g~gl is conjugate to gl iff n =0 mod 2 and it is conugate to g~ = g2g1
otherwise.
Assume that G2 acts freely on B. Then the orbit Ga of a gl-fixpoint
a does not contain any g;-fixpoint and vice versa. Indeed since a is a
gl-fixpoint, Ga=G2a, and g~a is a fixpoint of g~gl{J;n=r!zngl . Hence if
a' =gEa would be a g~-fixpoint too, it would be a simultaneous fixpoint
of g; and {J~n-l. Since 2n- 1=1= 0 this would contradict the free action of
G2• Without the assumption of the free action of G2, the argument still
yields the assertion if we take into account that B is the base of a G-
invariant foliation of the plane. A simultaneous g~, r!zn-l-fixpoint would
correspond to a G-invariant l -dimensional leaf with a free G-action which
is impossible for homological reasons.
Returning to the above proof, assume that B "'-'n and that {j2 acts
freely. Then, because of glg2g1 1g2= 1=g;g2g;-lg2, both gl and g; act with
fixpoints a and a' say. Since the orbits of a and a' are disjoint it follows
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that in this situation there are at least two closed leafs on K2. (The
situation considered here is a special case of a more general situation
considered in the fixpoint theory of J. Nielsen [13] .) Since furthermore
g1 and g~ are orientation reversing, a and a' are the unique respective
fixpoints. These correspond to curves in 'fl2 which are g1-invariant and
g~-invariant respectively. The closed curve on K2 which corresponds to
a g1-invariant (g~-invariant) curve will be called a short Mobius circle,
and a curve on K2 which corresponds to a gi-invariant curve in 'fl2 will
be called a Mobius circle. Observe that gi = g;2 is a generator of the infinite
cyclic centre of G; therefore the notion of ~lobius circle is an intrinsic
one. Observe furthermore that the stability subgroup C G of a curve in
1:\2 that covers a curve in K2 is determined up to conjugacy, and that an
automorphism of G eit her leaves the conjugacy class of the subgroups
generated by g1 and g~ invariant or else interchanges the two classes.
Therefore the notion of short Mobius circle is al so intrinsic.
A special case of a foliation on K2 for which the above situation applies,
is the Mobius foliation which may be described as follows.
Take Gto be the group in the plane generated by g1 : (x, y) I-+(X+ 1, -y}
and g2:(X,y} I-+(X,y+1) . K 2 is to be the quotient space wta. The
fibration in 'fl2 by the horizontal lines defines on K2 the Mobius foliation,
the leaves of which are Mobius circles, with two short Mobius circles
corresponding to y = 0 and y = i respectively.
A sufficiently small perturbation of this foliation, e.g. by perturbing
the associated field of tangent line elements (preserving the continuous
differentiability of the field), leads to a perturbation of the fibration in
'fl2 which will still result in a fibration over 'B. with a free action of g2.
Therefore we obtain
ADDENDUM 12.2.1. A (sufficiently small) perturbation of the J.lfobius
foliation yields a foliation with exactly two short Mobius circles among the
leaves.
More generally one may state
ADDENDUM 12.2.2. If F is the family of integral curves of a nowhere
vanishing 0 1 vector fi eld, and if F contains a Mobius circle, then F contains
exactly two short Mobius circles .
REMARK. Since the Mobius foliation is generated by the horizontal
vector field, it is clear that t he statement 12.2.1 is a consequence of
this one.
We sketch the proof. By theorem 12.1 the free ab elian group G generated
by gi, g2- the fundamental group of the orientable double covering of K2 -
acts irreducibly on B, and contains an element g=g~(gi}m which acts
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freely on B. Since we assume that gr has a fixpoint, n is non-zero and
therefore also g~ acts freely, but then gz does so. Therefore if B '" 13.,
the existence of exactly two short Mobius circles has been established.
In case B has nodes let E be the branching tree. E is an infinite simplicial
I-manifold. Since gz acts freely on E, the same argument as before shows
that gl and g~ act orientation reversing and therefore each will have
a unique fixsimplex <5, <5'. The G-orbits of <5 and <5' are disjoint. If <5 is a
vertex, the two cobounding Lsimplices of <5 are interchanged, i.e, gl leaves
invariant an open domain U '" B in B, and U is bounded by a pair of
associate nodes which are interchanged. The geometric argument below
will establish that the corresponding situation in the plane is incompatible
with the assumption that the foliation in the plane is the family of integral
curves of a G-equivariant 0 1 vector field. The same applies to g{, hence
<5 and <5' are J-simplices, which establishes the existence of exactly two
short Mobius circles in F.
Let X be a G-equivariant nowhere vanishing 0 1 vector field in the
plane and P the corresponding family of integral curves. We assume the
action of Gin the plane to be given by the formulae written down before.
Suppose that y = giy and glY is a pair of associate separatrices of if'.
Since y is gr-invariant, there is apE y with a horizontal tangent, i.e.
X (P) is horizontal. By the gl-invariance of horizontal vectors, X (glP) = X (p)
holds. On the other hand, y and glY being associate separatrices, the flow
along y and glY is in opposite directions, and hence also X(glP) = -X(p),
i.e. X (p) = 0 which contradicts the hypothesis.
REMARK . Two examples of a regular family 1/ with a single Mobius
circle are easily constructed as follows.
Take F to be a G-equivariant foliation in the plane with the set of
horizontal lines y = k/3, k E Z, k =t= 0 mod 3, as set of separatrices. The
resulting family F on KZ contains just one Mobius circle, which divides
the family P into two basins.
Similarly if one takes the lines y = (2k +1)/2, k E Z as separatrices, one
gets a family with a single MobiliS circle which is in addition short;
P is a single basin.
13. DIFFERENTIABILITY STRUCTURE
The preceding sections describe the quotients of the torus and the Klein
bottle as 0 0 schemes. As has been observed in § 3 (examples 2 and 3)
it may happen that two Ok schemes tk » 1) are equivalent as 0 0 schemes
without being Ok equivalent. The problem of "moduli" that arises thus,
will only be partially solvable in special cases. We mention a few such
partial solutions pertinent to the case of the torus.
Suppose that B '" n and that the free abelian group G acts without
fixpoints. The classical results of Bohl, Denjoy, Siegel [3, 5, 15], translated
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into scheme language, just state that in the 0 2 case the scheme A = Co.; G)
is 0 0 equivalent to a Poincare torus Poinc (U; G) of dimension 1 and
rank 2. As we observed in § 3 the "module" r of such a Poincare torus
may be taken to be a point of the real projective line up to an integral
unimodular transformation. A module of Poinc (1\; G) can be obtained
by taking a basis gb g2 for G, factoring out l\ by gl so as to get an Sl,
and taking the rotation number r (normalized as a number mod 1) of
g2 acting on Sl. In case (1\; G) is a 0" or a 0 00 scheme the results of
ArnoI'd and Herman [1, 4, 12, 14] give conditions for 0" and 0 00 equi-
valence respectively in terms of the degree of approximability of l' by
rationals. To be more precise:
THEOREM (Herman) . The 0 00 scheme (1\; G) is 0 00 equivalent to Poinc
(H ; G) if the continued fraction expansion of a module of the latter has
bounded coefficients.
THEOREM (ArnoI'd). Let (a; T) be a Poincare torus, where T is the
group generated by translations gl, gT, with shift 1 and l' (irrational) re-
spectively . Suppose that Gf is the abelian group generated by gl and flT,f :
x J---+ x +1'+f(x , c), where f is analytic in (x, e), has period 1 in x and satisfies
a Lipschitz condition of order 1 with respect to e and valid in a strip along
the real (=x-) axis in 1\, and f(x, 0)=0. Then, if 11'-mfnl>Kfn3, for
suitable K > 0 irrespective of m, n , the 0" scheme Ca.; Gf ) is 0" equivalent
to Paine (a; Gf ) ; however Poine en ;Gf ) is possibly degenerate,i .e. the module
may be rational. Furthermore Poinc ('6; Gf ) is an analytic family (para-
metrized by c), and the equivalence (8; Gf ) ---+ Poine (6; Gf ) depends ana-
lytically on e.
A case which is much simpler to handle is the following .
Assume that B is a tree manifold, and that the irreducible convex
G-set is just the set N of nodes of B. In particular this implies that B-N
decomposes into copies at of '6 , and that every ilt is bounded by a pair
of associate nodes which are labeled by (i-I) and i respectively; of
course we assume as usual that the indices i E Z are assigned in a convexity
preserving fashion . We select a basis gb g2 for G such that gl acts trivially
on N and that g2 induces a translation on N over k , Finally assume that
(B; G) is a 0'" scheme, and that in a neighbourhood of every node the
action of gl is described in terms of a local coordinate x by gl(X) =
= iXUX + iX2tX2 +... with iXU'# 0 everywhere. This assumption implies in this
particular situation that Cl: lt> 0 for every i. Suppose furthermore that for
some i, O< iXlt<I , then it follows that for every j , O < iXlj <l holds too.
From now on we make this assumption. Siegel showed [Ifl, 17 chap. III]
that one can choose a 0'" equivalent local coordinate such that gl(X) = aux.
From this one obtains that (B; G) is 0'" equivalent to a scheme of which
the pages are copies 'flt of a and for which the generating set of transitions
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{gu , gZI , TI .i+l} is the following:
k being the shift induced by gz;
gZi: Xi 1--+ XH k = {ltXi; X i E ni,XH k E 'aHk; {JI i=0,
sign {Ji = (- )k; {Ji = {JH k; Pl+l//l1=Ai+l/AI= : EI,
where Pi = log {Ji, AI = log iXi;
TiH.i: Xi 1--+Xm = exp (1J!i(lOg IXil)), Xi> 0, i =°mod 2
= - exp (1J!i(lOg IXi!)), Xt< O, i =1 mod 2;
lfJM) = Ei~ + epHl(~), ~ En; epm is real analytic and sat isfies the conditions
epi+l(O) = 0, ep:+l >-1, epl+l(~+I..m)=epi+l(~) =epHl(~+ /l1+l) ; therefore if
,, = pm/Ai+l (x is independent of i) is irrational, epm = 0; ot herwise epHl
may be a non-trivial periodic function .
In case the manifold scheme arises from an an alytic foliation on the
torus, the shift number k is the winding number of the field of t angent
line elem ents to the foliation (for the definition and properties of t he
winding number cf. e.g. [18] *).
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